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ABSTRACT
The issue of diversity democracy must incorporate the elements that the humanity issue depends on. Recently the

same politicoeconomic coming up with phases of Econorelativism to Econopositivism couple with Sociorelativism to

Sociopositivism as well as Politicorelativism to Politicopositivism to take into consideration while implementation

would be taking place with appropriate guiding principle. It also constitutes with appropriate justification. Besides

this, as the realization of will-wish of humanity largely depend on ecological constituents and natural resources couple

with the way conservational and its utilization taking hold, developing additional major guideline for the realization

of its protectional delivery as well as exceptionally to realize longevity sustaining the constituents as if obliged. In line

with taking into consideration of the above idea, various newly developed theories incorporated with in this study

more appropriately with its own principles and philosophical elements. For the same purpose, taking into embracing

the protection and safeguarding of the fate of the ahead future generation directly aligning with sustaining protection

and longevity of the stated resources. As the protection of the fate of future generation partly depends of ecological

suitability as well as the fate protection taking hold by the predecessor generations coming up with justifiably taking

hold theories and perspectives as if essentially grateful. For the same instance, in the area taking into embraced two

major perspectives have been developed. Among those, the first one is Ecolorelativism and the second as if

Ecolopositivism.
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INTRODUCTION

Diversity democracy is a type of democracy that aimed to come
up with recognition, respect, appreciation, acceptance towards
any diversity and diverse identity elsewhere exist without any
discrimination and partiality taking hold as if building
democratic government and governance for both the governed
and governor within the statehood formed and
institutionalization of nation

building taking into consideration. Besides, taking into
consideration working towards the reality exist among any
known community as if also among the consideration given
while diversity and diversity taking hold couple with prevalence
of human right (2Meseret Bekele, 2020). In such case, while
government structural framing as well as built at country level
among different countries taking holding the above ideal of the

reality context must be issued. Alongside with such, what has
been must consideration given is the issue of humanity as well as
the case of the conservation in line with the utilization of
ecological constituents as natural human made must follow up
to conserve the natural resources and any environmental
constituents as well even substitute function delivery to sustain
the non renewable specially making innovation and invention
acts that can might compliment or substitute the utilization of
early exist natural resources and stated environmental
constituents as if must be thinking up on essentially obliged. In
such a way consideration of ecological and natural resources in
line with the reality exist among any community elsewhere across
the globe inclusively incorporating into among the elements
taking into embrace with in diversity democracy as
politicoeconomic ideology that variably to make the existence of
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humanity and working for the fate of future generation taking
holding must be integrated into it. The above ideal also must be
consideration given the fate and the natural right of any ahead
generation as if consideration of any natural right to mean not
only biodiversity but also sustaining ahead degeneration must be
taking into embracing (13Meseret Bekele, 2021). For the
realization of such ecological handlement as if changing the
unwisely utilization of any ecological constituents as if obliged
since the instance intensely hit the natural right of any human
species even including the survival context of humanity on earth
(Ibid). For such case in aggregate utilization of the reality on the
ground among any country to general coming up with diversity
and diverse identity taking holding also might favorability big
ideal in diversity democracy as well as other theories in the area
of identity and diverse identity. For the fate of presently exist
human being based on the context of communally exist diversity
couple reality on the ground of any kind as well as the reality
exist among the members of the same or other respective
community as personal based identity that to be consideration
given as human right protection as if besides the latter
essentiality the ability and capacity exist among any member
encouragingly to come up with new concept, new idea to realize
the above fate of the generation and beyond taking hold as if
mandatorily (11Meseret Bekele, 2020).

As aforementioned above, live is not issue without consideration
of ecological constitutes as well as any natural resources not only
for the generation timely exist but also for the generation ahead
any time could come restrictly across the globe. In such a way
issue of natural resources and its utilization in compromising
way as well as trailing wisely as if must be consideration given as
negatively impacting the live and aliving of sustaining not only
the benefit of the generation in subsequent but also the
generational responsibility as well as the fate of the generation of
any and beyond to humankind context. Timely thinking on the
way conservational and preservational taking holding as well as
thinking for the fate of humanity in the future based on the fate
building of humanity context to sustain aliving of human
species to not lead to future in uncertainty. In such case
humanity as well as human species must taking into care what
the globe have had otherwise what has been uncompromised
sometime in the past and present as if negatively hitting the way
humanity issue as well as existence taking holding might be
consideration giving as if another question undoubtfully all
should think about (13Meseret Bekele, 2021).

In such a way, the two perspectives that developed with in this
study in the area of creative development aimed to incorporate
separately the issue of both ecological conservation and
utilization of natural resources as well as other environmental
constituents as humanity sustaining based on it in line with
taking into consideration with the right and fate of future
generation as the natural right both must consideration given
alongside. For the same case this manuscript coming up with the
following study objectives i) to develop perspectives in the area
of preservation and conservation of ecological constitutes ii) to
justify well the developed perspectives in the area of wisely
utilization of natural resources as well as ecological area of
context ii) to reasonably relationship building with the elements
taking holding into diversity democracy

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Overview on the ecological perspectives

Recently various theories, perspectives as well as beyond as if
developed in the area of diversity democracy couple with its own
phases for the aptness of implementation of this
politicoeconomic ideology. In such case diversity handling in the
area of various elements that humanity will-wish realization
depends as if must be incorporated into the philosophy of
diversity and diverse identity couple with the one that taking
into consideration in the same ideology of the case of the reality
on the ground and others exceptionally any identity couple with
human right and prevalence of rule of law. In such case issue of
diversity and diverse identity should usually obliged to
incorporate what humanity requires to sustain its livelihood
specially for the future fate of humanity and human species to
not to come to be extinct. In other words, issue of diversity
democracy as if must be consideration given the area of the right
and fate of the protection of the future generation without any
discrimination. In such a way issue consideration giving with in
ecological terms as well as wisely utilization of its constituents
inclusively to indoctrinate based on principle-ideology as if with
independent perspective based with its own theories as if must
be seen as having its own guideline as well as principles and
philosophical terminological understandings. In such a way
issue of mentioning at least two theories, Ecolorelativism as well
as Ecolopositivism taking into account within this study as
subsequently ahead discussion of both perspectives taking place
for the purpose of the utilization inclusively with in diversity
democracy.

Ecolorelativism

Theory of Ecolorelativism has been developed based on the
ideal of the dependence of the livelihood of human being on
the ecological elements and constituents as if ecology must be
consideration given with the existence of appropriate
preservation of any ecological constituents including biodiversity
as well as else exist taking into consideration alongside with the
reality on the ground among any community. In other instances,
the ideals and to be designed plan to conserve and preserve the
stated reality in relation to consideration and preservation of
ecological constitutes as well as beyond simply not only inline
and in relation to that of the relativism based taking holding the
right of the presently exist diversity and diverse identity in
relation to the stated reality based human right taking into
consideration but also in relation to the preservation of the
natural right and the fate of the future generation as the whole
subsequently could appear ahead of the timely generation that
must consideration given of the stated responsibility as the big
reality taking holding global obligation. As to such, as human
beings family lineage as well as family kinship building in
sequence within the same family and beyond taking holding
unquestionable as if the case of thinking for the future ahead
generation as well as conservation taking holding for the
subsequently to come of the same generation ahead for the aim
of live-longevity the generational responsibility towards
humanity for human species as totally depend on the way
treatment given and realization of the aim of the treatment to
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ecological as well as any environmental constituents,
Ecolorelativism coming up with the ideal and philosophical
context treating self and what belongs to others as the family
ahead building in sequence without interruption taking place.
While family consideration given not only human beings ahead
born and grow and to become generation by reproducing self
but ecological and environmental constituents totally treating
not only for the utilization of ahead to come family but also the
one that stated as ecological constituents and environmental
constituents as if consideration given as a family. Relative family-
hood mentioning to that of environmental constituents nearby
to us as if possible.

In case of such not only issuing simply preservation for the
timely income generation as if never be hampering live issue of
the green plants as well as beyond biodiversity must be taking
account as the future generation taking holding based the
existence as well as pro-existence taking holding equally of
consideration of various accomplishments as well as plant
breeding as among family based issue consideration with human
being. This is because as the family members and beyond
supporting each as while consideration of human beings as if
consideration of dependability of humanity on such ecological
constituents to mean that issue of not only familiarity with
regard to the dependence of human live on such ecological
constituents but also the dependability of family-hood taking
holding as the case of biodiversity, natural resources as well as
other constituents that exist and would be created ahead that
can bear support towards the live longing responsibility with
regard to the delivery of sustainability to the aliving of human
creature on earth. In such case Ecolorelativism states that not
only support delivery for human beings that at the time exist but
also the ideal target to combat and work on the save the
extinction of human species due to negative impact that might
resulted due ill utilization of natural resources and ecological
constituents as if mandatorily managing such beginning from
now on wards as if taking into consideration as the major
principle of the perspective.

For such Econorelativism advocates as the big own ideal and
principle first immediate commission or family-hood between
the past, present and future generation to easily taking into
consideration the responsibility of handling ecological
constituents to make support each other by wisely utilizing and
value add upping as if obliged. In other case, the same family-
hood building not only between the subsequent generations but
also among the human species and other ecological and
environmental constituents. This because as live depend on the
same ecological and environmental constituents and big support
to sustain live and alive including the way livelihood leading
taking holding coming from those constituents as if the case of
family-hood or family relative kinship based building with those
diversity as if must be consideration given. In such case
conservational issue as well as thinking for the ahead generation
as a big family needing inheritance as if among the
consideration by human beings while consideration of
ecological and environmental constituents taking holding taking
place. As has been stated, for instance, if forest deteriorated the
impact lead to deterioration of biodiversity, water, minerals and
other natural resources that totally or partially lead to

deterioration of livelihood leading for human beings since
livelihood leading sustain only if those ecological and
environmental constituents essentially conserved and save. For
such not only issuing the timely livelihood leading by using
those ecological and environmental constituents but also wisely
utilization, substituting project implementation, conservation
and preservation of all as if must be well done and taking into
account even by considering those constituents as the relativity
building that by building the norm of the one belongs to use
and nearby to us must be saved from deterioration as any entity
that we have commonly or personally. As ecological diversity
constitutes from small part of elements to the large as if
protecting its diversity must be issued according to the ideal of
this perspective. Its diversity must be protected, appreciated
legally consideration given to not be hampered as if the case
issuing the fair and wise utilization by taking holding the right
and fate of all across the globe equally consideration given
parallel existence as well as a generation upholding fate and
right vertically to the generations ahead.

Ecolopositivism

This perspectives states that issue of consideration giving
towards ahead generation as well as similarly towards ecological
constituents since the former depend on the latter must built on
positive perceptual upholding as positivism and positivity must
be issued in way taking holding the way familiarity with the
generation ahead as well as positive outlook consideration given
towards the ecological, natural resources as well as other
environmental constituents. As such way, building positivity and
positivism outlook as positivity towards ecological constituents
as if must be consideration given. In other words, as thinking
positivity as well as positivity bearing benefit taking holding for
the future generation essentially matter any awareness creation
and educational delivery in the area of positive attitude and
aptitude development as if grateful begin from any time based
on its appropriateness. Positivism and positivism must be built
towards ecological and environmental constituents as well
towards wisely utilization of the same area as if also waying the
lane towards innovation as well as invention acts development
and building up to compliment, supplement or substitute the
utilization of the naturally exist ecological and environmental
constituents. As to such if issues towards positivity and
positivism building taking holding indebted and fully realized in
successful way to the way human beings utilize and conserve the
same naturally exist might be in safely way largely coming up
with new additional manmade purposively to totally conserve
any natural resources upcoming substituting the utilization of
any environmental or ecologically constituents as if the
opportunity coming up with such complimentary as well as
substitutable or supplementary resources resulted from human
actions might be continually exist. For such positivism and
positivity taking holding to mean variably inheritance building
for the future generation for what the future generations needs
and requires to sustain livelihood and simply to lead aliving and
livelihood. Generation must positively taking holding
generation responsibility and obligation to sustain what another
generation want and requires to lead livelihood as if alive
sustaining become challenging if the consideration of positively
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taking holding the benefit as well as the sustenance of the
benefit taking holding for the generation ahead in subsequence.
In such a way any resultant consequence never hit the positivity
towards the ecological constituents around us as the any
generation as the case hit also the generation responsibility and
global consideration taking hold global obligation thinking and
positive outlook and attitude having for the generation ahead as
well as the humanity issue of consideration giving to sustain
more for millennia as well as even beyond. As to such positivity
towards humanity couple with positivity towards what the
existence of humanity depend up and successively requires to
sustain the livelihood existence of human creature on earth in
sustainable way as well as to sustain self existence of humanity
and human beings. For the sake sustainability of humanity and
human creature on earth in positive way working for the
protection of those elements that humanity and human beings
largely requires for the same sustaining the subsequent
generations without interruption. The rich diversity of
ecological constituents must be positivity seen and working up
on in practical way by any generations as if taking holding
inheritance taking into embracing with any hamperance and
deterioration including the natural resources underground.
Other severe extinction of live on earth might followed with in
short or long period of time period.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Diversity democracy taking hold various economic as well as
social constituents couple with the issue of well handling of
political governance with its own phases. In such a way variably
phases of Econorelativism to Econopositivism couple with
Sociorelativism to Sociopositivism as well as Politicorelativism to
Politicopositivism taking holding with appropriate justification
taking into consideration as the newly handled diversity and
diverse area of philosophizing its development taking into
consideration given. As aforementioned here above, another
area of relativism and positivism as if coming upping taking
place with appropriately handled justification in precise way. As
to such in all areas of diversity democracy couple with area of
consideration given theories and perspectives as a protocol to be
holded while consideration taking into place the
implementation of the activities of phases of the same ideology
additionally Ecolorelativism as well as Ecolopositivism as if
taking into place within this manuscript.
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